Introduction
Women are unique figures, interesting, superior, and brilliant, so it is little wonder that many works in the literature have researched women from many perspectives.
The study of women in literature first start to surface along with gender issues. The establishment of a women's study center in institutions marks a rise in the number of studies about women.
Strengthening gender issues has a widespread impact on consciousness among literary observers, which is why women for a long time have been marginalized figures.
In many ways, women are subordinated. Their position in society is considered lower than that of man. Women are seen as the second sex, the second population, and ISLLE 2017 this is also the case in the world of literature. The works of female authors are less calculated, but their work is no less important than the works of male authors. Both traditional works of literature and views about humans in literary works generally reflect an imbalance that marginalizes the role of women [1] .
The anthology of poetry "Poetry of Rahim" by women poets from five countries is a way of handling gender issues that developed at that time both in the societal environment and in the literary world. Through this anthology of poetry the women, who come from Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, and Thailand, strive to voice their views on gender awareness. This is voiced by Kartini, an Indonesian female warrior, and the birth of Kartini is the reason why this anthology of poetry was released.
This article aims to reveal the image of women in their relationships with themselves, God, and other people, and also according to minds understanding, and the societal cultures of Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, and Thailand by using feminist criticism of literature.
Literary rationale from a feminist perspective is an attempt to understand the position and role of women as reflected in literary works [2] : 1) the position and role of women figures is still dominated by men; 2) women figures in literary works are left behind men; 3) there is a perception that the relationship between men and women is based on mere biological and socioeconomic considerations; 4) the birth of literary research with a feminist perspective; and 5) many consider the role and position of women to be lower than that of man. Those reviews will be reviewed through a study of literature from a feminist perspective. 
Methods
The method used to study "Poetry of Rahim" is the descriptive method with a quantitative form. Literary research from a feminist perspective tends to be more based on qualitative research, which places more emphasis on self-interest and certain values.
In qualitative research, the feminist perspective towards literary research to get more attention [2] .
The resource of this research is the anthology of poetry "Poetry of Rahim 
Results

Woman image in anthology of poetry "Poetry of Rahim" reviewed from woman's point of view
Depicting the orientation about woman image stacked to problem of life, attitude, and the woman manner with feminism point of view. This study refers to Sitanggang's opinion that the image of women can be divided into three parts, i.e. a woman's relationship with herself, a woman's relationship with God, and woman's relationship with other people [4] .
A woman in the current era actually shouldn't change her face. She should be an increasingly tough person, more brilliant, and wiser, even though naturally she has remained the same from the past until now. A woman's image in relationship to herself is a tough figure, eager to work hard, full of consideration, has tough principles, and
can solve the problems inside herself. This can be seen in the poetry extract below The woman image in relationship to God is that of a woman who always surrenders to God, makes religion the norm as her guidance in life, tries to always be close to God, does everything God says and is always thankful for every blessing given to her.
A woman when performing her role in society sometimes faces various problems, and to solve her problems, of course she pleads for God's help to be empowered in finding solutions. The following poems have a religious theme: "Rain in March" by Emy Suy
Hariyanto, "Sharing Love" by Faridah Taib, "Sadrah" by Farra Yuniar, "Me, You, and Clamp of Bamboo" by Heni Hendrayani, and "Growing Son of Earth" by Nurhayati. The following extract comes from "GOD PLEASE GUIDE ME' by Nurhayati.
God, Please guide! It is time to go home fast Drove to the Ocean To fight the wave of ignorance Which often exhausting
The extract above implies the struggle of women in solving a wave of problems that sometimes make them stumble, and for them God is the only place to beg for help.
Here it is implied that a woman has the independence to overcome the problems of her life in a rational way. During this time women are stereotyped by society as people who controlled their emotions aspect. This view of course is mistaken.
In her relationship with other humans, the woman image is a figure who is easy to associate with, willing to consult, wise and emphatic, has a loving family, appreciates by Stella, a member of a party that fought a lot over humanism, including gender equality. As citizens of Indonesia, we should be proud because gait of Mother Kartini as Indonesian woman emancipation hero cieve ppreciation from the poet from Malaysia.
Conclusion
Based on the presentation of data analysis, we can conclude that the woman image in the anthology of poetry "Poetry of Rahim" by woman poets from five countries ISLLE 2017 consists of three aspects, i.e. the woman image in relationship with herself is drawn as a tough figure, willing to work hard, full of consideration, with tough principles, and can solve the problems inside herself. The woman image in her relationship with
God is drawn as a figure who always surrenders to God, makes religion the norm as her guidance in life, tries to be closer herself to God, does everything God says, and is always thankful for every blessing given to her. And the women image in her relationship with other humans is drawn as a figure who is easy to associate with, willing to be consulted, wise and emphatic, has a loving family, appreciates others, and is humble. Meanwhile the woman image according to the thought and culture from the five countries suggests that women also have a role that is essential in life.
